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Lp(n,X)(Kp<oo) HAS THE RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTY

IF X DOES BY MARTINGALES

BARRY TURETT AND J. J. UHL, JR.1

Abstract. Using the fact that Lp[Q, 1] (1 < p < co) has an unconditional

basis, Sundaresan has shown that Lp(\i, X) has the Radon-Nikodym prop-

erty if 1 < p < oo and X has the Radon-Nikodym property. In this note,

Sundaresan's theorem is proved by direct martingale methods. Then it is

shown how to adapt this argument to the context of Orlicz spaces in which

Sundaresan's argument is not applicable.

Using the fact that Lp([0, 1]) (1 < p < oo) has an unconditional basis,

Sundaresan [7] has shown that if X is a Banach space and (S, g, A) is a finite

measure space, then Lp(S, 5, X, X) (1 < p < oo) has the Radon-Nikodym

property. Since unconditional bases of Lp[0, 1] are closely related to

martingale difference sequences (see Burkholder [ 1 ] and Dor and Odell [3]), it

is irresistably tempting to prove Sundaresan's result using a direct martingale

argument. This note is the result of yielding to that temptation.

Theorem 1 (Sundaresan [7]). Let (S, 5, X) be a finite measure space and

1 < /> < oo. If X is a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property, then

Lp(S, 2, A, X) also has the Radon-Nikodym property.

Proof. Let (£2, 2, /x) be a finite measure space and F: 2 -^ LAS, 2r> A, X)

be a ^-continuous vector measure of bounded variation. There is no loss of

generality in assuming that \\F(E)\\,(KX) < /x(£) for all £el Now let tt

be a partition of Q, into a finite number of sets in 2 and A be a partition of S

into a finite number of sets in 5 and define

/„,a (•*>') =   2    2   TTFoTTT Xr(*)Xe(0
££T/eA   l1(E)X(l)

for (s, () e 5 X 8. (Hence 0/0 = 0.) Since the A'-valued set function

JjF(E)dX is finitely additive in both / E g and E E 2, it is clear that (/„A;

^,a) is a martingale in Lp(X X it., X) (here 5„A is the trivial a-field generated

by sets of the form E X I with E E tt and / E A). Since X has the

Radon-Nikodym property, the martingale (fvA; BvA) is L^A X /t, A') conver-

gent if it is Lp(X X fi, A")-bounded [2]. Now
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p \\{lF(E)dX\\Px
\\La\\lp(xx^x)=  2    2   —.„.,..■■,   H(E)X(I).

EEtt/EA     li(E) X(I)

But

p p

(F(E)dX    =   [F(E)XldX
J' x     J' x

<\\nE)xX^KxW/q       (/>-' + <T'=1)

by the Holder inequality. Thus

\\F(E)y \\p
11 t   11" <r Y    V piKX) \(T\l+p/"-p „tr\
\\Uk^x) <lw/l M(£), A(7) „(*)

=   Z    Z   -—7;- ti(E)

since 1 + />/<? - p = 0. Now note that ||/r(£)X/ll^,(x,A-) is an additive func-

tion of I G A. Hence

...     P v    llF(£)ilyx.x)M(£)

< 2 m(^) = MB)

since II^X^)!^*,*) < fi(£) for all £El Accordingly,

lim4A=/GLp(Ax n,X)
77,A

exists in L (X X /a, X) norm. Now note that

f ||/(5, t)\fxdX(s)dix(t) < 00.

Hence/(■, r)e Lp(A, A) for ju-almost all ? G S2. Redefine/ to be zero on the

exceptional set. Set g(t) = /(•, t) for / G tt. Then g is an L^A, A)-valued

jLi-Bochner integrable function (see Dunford and Schwartz [5, III.11.16]).

Finally if £, G 2

f - f,F(E)dX
j   gdix=\imj    2    2       -FWn XEXidp
JEt "•i-'fifeWEA   M(-fc)A(y)

= lim f    2     lim  2      ' w,x-X/   —7^ ^M

r        F(£)= lim /     2   —777: X£<^
77   JE,Ee„   M£)
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since "Z,eA(JjF(E)dX/X(I))x; is a martinglae in L^A, A') converging to

F(E) in Lp(X, Ar)-norm. But since

r F(E)

F(EX) = fE gdp, for all Ex E 2, as required.

Sundaresan [7] has noted that L^(p, A') has the Radon-Nikodym property

if X has the Radon-Nikodym property and L9 [0, 1] has an unconditional

basis. According to Gaposkin [6], separable nonreflexive Orlicz spaces fail to

have an unconditional basis. In this section, we shall indicate how the

arguments used in the first section extend to the widest possible class of

Orlicz spaces, a class including separable nonreflexive Orlicz spaces.

Theorem 2. Let (S, 3, A) be a fintie measure space and <J> be a Young's

function (i.e. Orlicz function) such that

(i) \\mt^x<&(t)/1 = oo and

(ii) there exist constants K and M such <&(2t) < K<£(/) for x > M (i.e. <3>

satisfies the A2-condition for large t). If X is a Banach space with the Radon-

Nikodym property, then L$(A,A*) also has the Radon-Nikodym property.

Proof. Only an outline of the proof will be given since the proof is very

similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

The basic facts needed are as follows. By (ii), simple functions are dense in

L(J)( p., Y) for any finite measure p and any Banach space Y. Consequently, an

L, (p., Y) convergent martingale that is bounded in L^,(p, Y) also converges

in LnX/x, Y) norm [9].

Let (£2, 2, p.) be a finite measure space and F: 2 -h> L<j,(A, X) be a vector

measure with \\F(E)\\L (flX) <  p(E) for all £ E 2. As in the Lp case, let

' f,F(E)dX

J"A     Be.ii*   h(E)X(I)XeXj-

Then (/^ A) is a martingale in L^(p X A, X). Moreover,

•'BXS

J/(£),is1 mw) r7)

£e» JS    \       V-(E)      j

by Jensen's inequality,  < I,Ee„ii(E) • 1 < oo. Since \\F(E)/p(E)\\L (XX) <

1 and p. is finite. Hence (/WjA) is an L$( p. x A, X) bounded martingale.

By (i), bounded sets in L^p X X, X) are uniformly integrable. Since X has

the Radon-Nikodym property, (/„-A) is Lx(p X X, X) convergent. By the

remark at the beginning of the proof, (/„ A) is L^(p X X, X) convergent. The
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remainder of the proof proceeds just as in the Lp case above.

Theorem 2 cannot be generalized even in the case that X is the real line. If

$ fails (ii), Turett [7] has shown that L$( /t) contains lx isometrically if jtt is

nonatomic.

On the other hand, if lim,^0O$(/)// is finite (this limit exists because <P is

convex), L^p.) is just another renorming of L,(/t).

The authors gratefully thank N. T. Peck for some helpful discussions.
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